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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
HMP Pentonville is an overcrowded and physically decaying prison, where most of the
inmates live and eat with another prisoner, sharing a bleak cell – with an open lavatory –
designed in 1842 by the Victorians for one occupant. Because of the limited resources, in
terms of education and industrial training, much of prisoners’ time is spent
unconstructively and in grimly depressing conditions; about half the population is
unemployed.
The prison serves the north London courts, holding remand/unsentenced prisoners (about
50% of the total population); the remainder of the population are mainly short-term
prisoners or recently convicted prisoners sentenced to longer terms, but awaiting
allocation and transfer to other establishments. Though the population numbers around
1,230, about 7,000 different individuals are held by Pentonville during a year; and there
are approximately 20,000 arrivals to be processed at Reception. The average stay is
around ten weeks – though a small minority can remain for years.
This high turn-over inevitably gives the place somewhat of the feeling of a “transit camp”
and makes it much more difficult to provide adequate educational and training
programmes (including psychological and offending behaviour reduction interventions),
or assess prisoners and establish constructive custody plans, than it would be with a more
stable and homogeneous prison population.
The assessment of newly-arrived prisoners at Reception – in terms of their physical and
mental heath, their drug problems, and their risk in terms of cell-sharing – is potentially
compromised by the numbers that have to be dealt with each week-day evening. It is to
the credit of the staff that, despite these strains, prisoners are in general treated with
respect and the relationship between officers and prisoners remains good.
The prison faces serious problems of drug abuse (random tests show around 15% of
prisoners have illegal drugs in their system at any point, and around 20% of the total
population are prescribed methadone maintenance under the Integrated Drug Treatment
System for prisons (IDTS) arrangements. Two wings are dedicated to the clinical
management of identified drug users. The illegal drug distribution economy lies behind
many of the gang, debt and violence issues throughout the prison. Determined efforts are
being made to reduce smuggling and corruption.
There are also serious problems of mental health and personality disorder. Because of
the limited space in the Healthcare Centre (and, on occasion, the slowness of transfer out
of the seriously ill to secure NHS mental hospitals), many of the less seriously mentally
ill prisoners are housed on the wings. There is very limited availability of psychological
treatment for prisoners with personality disorders, nor indeed for other prisoners.
However, healthcare standards in general – in terms of primary care (GP services,
dentistry, etc) and in terms of in-patients in the Healthcare Centre (HCC) – are improving
in quality. In the HCC itself, a period of multiple simultaneous “dirty protests” during
the year gave rise to unspeakably disgusting conditions for prisoners and staff.
The Vulnerable Prisoners Unit (VPU) – a basement which houses those who, because of
the nature of their offence or because (for example) of threats from gangs or drug debt
problems, are at risk of violence from other prisoners – is normally full and sometimes
(though less so as the year progressed) requires overspill accommodation. The regime
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for such prisoners – in terms of work, education and offending treatment programmes – is
very limited.
The Segregation Unit, though physically grim, manages its sometimes challenging
occupants with professional skill. It holds prisoners who are sentenced to solitary
confinement as a result of offences within the prison, as well as those held for other
reasons to maintain good order and discipline.
Although there is a Violence Reduction Programme, intended to identify and manage
bullies and their victims, it is under-used and inconsistently applied; so only a handful of
prisoners are subject to its control. Self-harm and incidents of suicidal behaviour are
regrettably frequent. Over the last 5 years there have been 8 self-inflicted deaths in
custody. Incidents of recorded self-harm run at about 17 per month.
The Incentives and Earned Privileges (IEP) programme is under-used in terms of
motivating good behaviour. The “personal officer” scheme is taking a great deal of time
to achieve an effective standard of support.
Greatly improved services are provided by the Education and Workshops departments –
but available only to a limited number of prisoners. The Library and its associated
services are admirable and the Visits service works hard to encourage links between
prisoners and their families. However, Resettlement services are not adequate for the
considerable rate at which prisoners are discharged.
Implementation of the prison's new equalities regime has been slow and piecemeal.
There is also a particular difficulty with prisoners who have served their sentence but
remain in indefinite prison custody because of their immigration status; which is both
demoralising to the individual and an expense to the state.
We welcome the building of a new workshop and classrooms and plan to rebuild the
Kitchen; and look forward to efforts to improve the formerly entirely inadequate
ventilation in Healthcare.
The decrepit physical environment of the entire prison is aggravated by overcrowding
and urgently needs to be upgraded to reach acceptable standards of decency.
Though there are many examples of dedicated and professional staff amongst all levels of
the prison staff and the various civilian specialities, provision of constructive purposeful
activity was, for a period during the year under report, restricted by staffing levels.
Nevertheless, there are proposals – which we support – for the prison to focus more on
interventions and activities relevant to the reform of short term prisoners, who represent
the bulk of offenders but are also the most difficult to rehabilitate.
In summary, the prison has continued to improve over the past year, moving to Level 3
status for the first time since mid-2004 – and has substantially improved over the past
three or four years – despite its many challenges. However, we are seriously concerned
about the prospect of reconciling additional budgetary cuts with the prison's twin
objectives of maintaining a secure and decent environment and reducing re-offending
after release.
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1 THE STATUTORY ROLE OF THE IMB
The Prison Act 1952 requires every prison to be monitored by an independent
board appointed by the Secretary of State from members of the community in
which the prison is situated. The Board is charged to:
 satisfy itself as to the humane and just treatment of those held in custody
within its prison and the range and adequacy of the programmes preparing
them for release.
 inform promptly the Secretary of State, or any official to whom he has
delegated authority as it judges appropriate, any concern it has.
 report annually to the Secretary of State on how well the prison has met
the standards and requirements placed on it and what impact these have on
those in its custody.
To enable the board to carry out these duties effectively its members have right
of access to every prisoner, to every part of the prison and to the prison's
records.
This is the report of the Independent Monitoring Board, Her Majesty's Prison
Pentonville, for 2011. It covers the period from 1st April 2010 to 31st March
2011.
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3 DESCRIPTION OF THE PRISON
Her Majesty’s Prison Pentonville, located on Caledonian Road in inner North London, is a Category B
local prison primarily serving the courts in north and east London. It was built almost 170 years ago and
has been in use as a local prison ever since; the original four blocks housing the prisoners remain, in size
and layout, much as they were when the prison opened in 1842.
Certified Normal Accommodation (CNA) is 913 prisoners. CNA, or uncrowded capacity, is the Prison
Service’s own measure of accommodation, and as such represents the good, decent standard of
accommodation that the Prison Service aspires to provide all prisoners. However, the prison’s Operational
Capacity is now 1,250 prisoners. It is important to note that the prison’s approved Operational Capacity is
effectively the maximum number of prisoners it can safely hold without serious risk to good order, security
and the proper running of the planned regime.
The number of prisoners actually held in the prison varies from day to day, depending on movements to
and from the courts, and the availability of transport and accommodation in other prisons. During the
reporting year this number, the daily “unlock”, ranged from about 1,144 to about 1,240. Thus, for most of
the year the prison was officially overcrowded by 25 to 35 per cent, and at times it held as many as 330
more prisoners than can be accommodated with a “good, decent standard of accommodation”.
As a local prison it holds mostly Category B & C adult males (over 21) remanded in custody by local
Magistrates’ and Crown Courts, and those serving short sentences or beginning longer sentences. About
half are being held on remand at any one time from one or other of these courts, and most of the others are
mainly short-term prisoners or recently convicted prisoners sentenced to longer terms (including about 250
sentenced to more than 4 years), but awaiting allocation and transfer to other establishments. The joint
effect of this is a high turnover in the prison’s population, with major implications for assessment,
education and treatment programmes. About two-thirds of the prisoners are held there for three months or
less, only about 160 are there for more than 6 months and hardly any (up to 20) for more than 12 months.
After some re-allocation in early 2011, prisoners’ accommodation is now organised mostly as follows:
 A Wing – Induction and First Night Centre (for newly arrived prisoners)
 B Wing – Resettlement wing (for prisoners close to being released into the community)
 C Wing – Remanded and convicted prisoners
 D Wing – Working and Enhanced (IEP) prisoners
 E Wing – Drug programme continuation wing
 F Wing – Substance Misuse Stabilisation Unit (primarily IDTS)
 G Wing – Prisoners attending Education, Workshops & Offending behaviour courses
 Segregation Unit – on the lower ground floor of E Wing
 Vulnerable Prisoners’ Unit – on the lower ground floor of G Wing
 Healthcare Centre – in-patient accommodation for up to 22 prisoners.

4 THIS REPORT
This report records the working of HMP Pentonville from 1st April 2010 to 31st March 2011. It is intended
to monitor progress, or lack of progress, during that period.
Each section details the work of a specific area of the prison of concern or particular interest to us and is
broken down into three parts:
A summary of our report on the topic from the previous year
A summary of the response from the Minister or Prison Service, where provided
This year, we report that:
The Executive Summary identifies particular matters that the IMB considers a priority. We list specific
questions for the Minister, Deputy Director of Custody, London, and the No 1 Governor.
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5 PARTICULAR ISSUES REQUIRING A RESPONSE
5.1 Questions to the Minister
1. The considerable (25 to 35 per cent) over-crowding means that the majority of cells in Pentonville
require two strangers to eat, sleep and use the toilet in a very confined space and with no privacy.
This is well below the good, decent standard of accommodation that the Prison Service itself
aspires to provide for all prisoners. What plans exist either to reduce this over-crowding or,
instead, to bring these cells up to the standards of the 21st century?

2. We regularly observe officers coping with highly disruptive and aggressive prisoners, many of
whom require skilled psychiatric or psychological help. A busy local prison is not adequately
equipped to deal with such prisoners save on a very short term basis. What plans are there to
extend specialist facilities so as to relieve staff in local prisons of this unfair burden and to deal
more appropriately with such prisoners?

3. We have found it increasingly difficult to obtain the support we need from the IMB Secretariat in
your Ministry. In particular, we have found the recruitment and new appointments process
extremely protracted and time consuming, and replies to our requests for further information on
these and other matters are often late or need to be repeated. It requires very considerable
determination and resilience for our volunteer Members not to be discouraged. Are you satisfied
that the IMB Secretariat has all the staff it needs to fulfil its vital role in supporting the volunteer
Members, all individually appointed by you, in fulfilling their statutory duties?

4. The number of drug users coming into prison does not seem to be reducing. The Integrated Drug
Treatment System for prisons (IDTS) programme, introduced in the prison in mid-2009, is hugely
demanding of resources (this year Pentonville received the largest, just over £1m, IDTS funding of
any adult prison in England). Doubts remain as to the efficacy of methadone in treating drug
dependence and in reducing re-offending. What is the rationale for the current policy, and when is
it to be reviewed?

5.2 Questions to the Regional Custody Manager
1.

The CALM (anger management) programme was cancelled a couple of years ago, and CSCP (the
cognitive self-change programme) is suitable only for long term prisoners. There is therefore a
clear need for some sort of anger management programme for short-term prisoners. What are your
proposals?

2.

The lack of adequate ventilation in the Healthcare Centre remains a concern, especially during the
summer months. What inquiries have you made about how this is to be permanently remedied,
and with what result?

3.

For years our Annual Reports have stressed the urgent need for new kitchens. Maintenance
problems persist, and there is an urgent need for a complete kitchen refurbishment at the very
least. In response to our Report last year we were told that the complete refurbishment of the kitchen
had been approved and that construction work was due to begin in August 2011. Is this still the case?

4.

The VPU is often full, with overflow VPs housed in cells on the G2 landing, which is
unsatisfactory. Aren’t there enough VP places within the London region? How is the problem at
Pentonville to be permanently remedied?

5.

Reception is operating at, and often beyond, its safe capacity. What consideration have you given
to additional funding being allocated to improve this area?

6.

G Wing in Pentonville is the one of the largest wings in any prison in Europe, yet still has only
one servery. What consideration has been given to enlarging the servery and so, hopefully, allow
G Wing meals to be served at more like normal times? With what results?

5.3 Questions to the No 1 Governor
1. Are you satisfied that there is timely provision of legal assistance and information to prisoners
needing it, to the standard required by PSO 2605 (‘The Role of the Legal Services Officer’) of
June 2001 (as subsequently amended)?
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2. Telephone booking for visits continues to be a major problem for far too many families and
friends. What are your proposals for improving the response times and ensuring the minimum of
delays, and when do you expect to see them implemented?
3. We have followed with much interest the efforts to introduce an effective personal officer scheme
tailor-made to suit the predominantly transient prisoner population of Pentonville. What progress
has been made, and is it clear yet what form the final version will take?
4. Will the personal officer scheme incorporate a more effective and reliable process for dealing with
prisoners’ applications and complaints, or is it intended that this procedure should be kept
separate?
5. The opening of the new dental surgery a year ago does not seem to have reduced the waiting list
for dental treatment, which seems to have doubled in size. How and when will this waiting list be
significantly shortened?

6 EQUALITIES (incorporating Race and Diversity)
Last year we reported that:
Black and Minority Ethnic (BME) prisoners made up 52 per cent of the prison’s population. The equalities
strategy, overseen by a three-strong Equalities Team under a dedicated manager, includes race issues. The new
team co-ordinates policy on Foreign National, BME and older and disabled prisoners, and began looking at
lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender (LGBT) issues. The over-representation of BME prisoners on
Incentives and Earned Privileges (IEP) basic regimes and on Segregation and Use of Force (UoF) statistics
declined, as did the number of these prisoners’ complaints.
The response we received was:
The prison’s Equalities Team consists of a Manager F, two senior officers (SOs), one administration officer and one
officer. The specific role of one SO and an officer is to manage foreign national prisoner issues with cover and
support available from the rest of the team during absences.

This year we report that:
o

Due in part to illness and change of staff, implementation of the prison’s new Equalities strategy,
intended to bring the prison into line with the Equality Act 2010, was slow and piecemeal. Only three
full Equalities meetings took place between April and October 2010, and none in the rest of the
reporting period.

o

This was reflected in the fact that, as of 31st March 2011, only two of the twelve statutory
Equalities Impact Assessments, covering the year in question, had been completed.

o

There was a concern about the over-representation of Black prisoners in the disciplinary processes
of the prison. A study was undertaken to determine the reasons for this (see Section 12, Adjudications,
below)

o

The number of racist incident complaints fell, however.

o

Two wheelchair-accessible cells, the prison’s first, opened on C Wing during the year. As of
31st March 2011, there were four prisoners in wheelchairs.

o

A policy for dealing with homophobic incidents was put in place; a prisoner Equalities
Representative was sacked for homophobic behaviour.

o

6.1 FOREIGN NATIONALS
Last year we reported that:
Pentonville has 350 Foreign National (FN) prisoners on average – more than a quarter of the population. The
number of Sole Detainees (FN prisoners whose sentences have been completed, but who are held in jail pending
deportation) rose to 22 at the end of 2009, and was 17 at the end of our reporting period. For much of the year UK
Border Agency (UKBA) representation in the prison was inadequate. The backlog of FN prisoners, whose
sentences have expired but who cannot be returned to their countries, needs to be actively addressed. Government
policy on FN prisoners remains piecemeal and apparently arbitrary, with a long-awaited PSO on the matter yet to
appear. This hampers the work of the prison’s own Foreign Nationals team.

The response we received was:
Appropriate coverage is a key aim for the UKBA, and the resources provided by it and by the prison are considered
sufficient for the regime at Pentonville. Time-served FN prisoners deemed suitable will be transferred into the
This
year we Removal
report that:
Immigration
Centre (IRC) estate as soon as possible, but some need to remain in prison for security and
control reasons. As long as the detainee is properly detained under Immigration Act powers, continued detention in
the Prison Service estate remains lawful. It is open to detainees either to apply for release on bail or to return home
under the facilitated returns scheme should they wish to regain their freedom.
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o

At the end of the reporting period, there were 353 prisoners known to be Foreign Nationals (FNs)
(about the same number as last year). This includes those who have already completed their original
sentences but considered unsuitable for transfer to an IRC. They continue to be imprisoned while
awaiting deportation or for a decision to be made about their future status. The number of these sole
detainees has been falling (from 22 to 16), but delays in dealing with this category of prisoner benefit
no-one.

o

The nationality make-up of sole detainee prisoners has changed, the largest number now being, or
claiming to be, Lithuanian.

o

The FNs office recently moved to A Wing, where incoming prisoners are normally housed. Data
regarding FN inmates are now collected on arrival, rather than after they have been dispersed around
the prison. Plans agreed with the UKBA will allow for electronic fingerprinting to be done on the
wing, ensuring closer liaison with the Agency.

o

There is a greater emphasis on encouraging prisoners to take advantage of the Facilitated Returns
Scheme.

7 EDUCATION
Last year we reported that:
Learning and skills programmes at Pentonville are inadequate. This lack can only be properly addressed through a
fundamental review of the allocation of learning and skills resources across the London prison estate.
There appears to be no coherent Education strategy for Pentonville, and it was another difficult year for the
Education Department, with inadequate lines of management control and supply of management information, low
staff morale and class attendance, problems of delivery of prisoners, friction between the prison and the education
provider, and lack of senior management for long periods. As in previous years, there were no accurate statistics.
The Media Centre, which had been welcomed in our previous report, did not open fully. Education for VPs takes
place on the VPU landing, with no computers or privacy and with constant interruptions.
A new learning and skills provider, Kensington and Chelsea College (KCC), took over the education responsibility for
Pentonville on 1st October 2009, at the start of the new Offender Learning and Skills Service (OLASS 3) contract. In a welcome
move, we were told of the prison’s plans to concentrate Education classes and prisoners in G Wing by June 2010.
The response we received was:
On taking over KCC in October 2009, carried out an initial analysis of existing OLASS delivery and identified a lack of strategic
delivery of education, a need for improvements in education management and curriculum content and quality, and a need to
improve the monitoring of delivery, with the aim of producing a strategy document by December 2010. Early changes already
underway include a new management structure May 2010, replacing sessional teachers with permanent lecturer contracts,
weekly onsite support by a KCC senior manager, and setting up the new role of offender learning manager for both
Pentonville and Holloway prisons to promote strategic leadership and sharing of good practice across the two sites.
A full review of the entire education regime, provision and delivery will take place by the end of September 2010, starting with a
critical appraisal of the current timetable, courses, examinations and accreditations available against the needs and
requirements of prisoners.
London-wide OLASS curriculum reviews aim to rationalise courses and qualifications and highlight the importance of
employability and soft skills (personal) development to meet the reducing re-offending agenda. It is recognised that there
needs to be a radical shift towards functional vocationally-oriented subject areas (for example, motor mechanics, barbering,
business enterprise, etc) which closely link to the employability agenda.
Education will be moved into a dedicated site in ‘Workshop 1’, with two satellite facilities (VPU and IDTS wings),
and the re-location of all education prisoners on the adjacent G Wing will permit easier access to classes, which should
vastly improve attendance, time spent on purposeful education activities (including Library visits) and peer group support.
The aim is to establish an integrated community of learning which respects education as an integral part of the rehabilitative
focus/regime of Pentonville.

This year we report that:
o

There have been significant improvements in Education, with the merger of the classes from two
separate wings to one unit off G Wing completed in November 2010. The plan to house all Education
prisoners on G Wing from April 2011 is a welcome move.

o

Even though the number of full-time equivalent education places has increased, it is still only
about 120. There is more reliable data, which is easily available, but there have been administrative
problems with the accreditation data resulting in, apparently, misleadingly low achievement figures.
This is being addressed. Attendance still fluctuates, but the target of 80% is being met and accurate
statistics are now available. There is a robust system in place to chase non-attenders.

o

Education prisoners still have no regular access to the Library. It is expected that the new profile
and the housing of all education prisoners on G Wing will finally resolve this long-standing problem.
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o

The relationship between the provider, Kensington and Chelsea College, and the prison is much
improved. There are regular meetings between the Regime Manager and the two centre managers.
There is an Offender Learner Manager who oversees both Holloway and Pentonville prisons.

o

The excellent partnership with The Guardian continues. The ‘Voice of the Ville’, a prisoneredited newsletter produced in the prison’s Media Centre, continues to be a good publication. The
Media Centre is also equipped to house the prospective prison radio service. A radio producer,
appointed by Prison Radio Association, was scheduled to start at the beginning of May and will be
working closely with Brixton where there is an award-winning service.

7.1 WORKSHOPS
Last year we reported that:
In March 2010 the three main workshops employed only 122 prisoners (109 fewer than in March 2005). Much
productive time was lost because supervisory staff were re-deployed to other duties and at times workshops were
closed for all or most of the day. The Industrial Premises Cleaning (IPC) Workshop, with 12 jobs, continues to
provide good training for prisoners, with Pentonville’s cleaning team again doing well at the national cleaning
competition in March 2010. With 100 to 150 job applications to handle each week, the Labour Board has little time
to encourage non-working prisoners into employment or education, even if there were sufficient suitable vacancies.
The multiple pay bands are the source of some confusion among prisoners.
The response we received was:
No specific response.

This year we report that:
o

There are still too few opportunities for purposeful activity in the prison. On most weekdays
about half the prisoners are unemployed (ie around 600 men spend all day with nothing to do – no
structured activities and few opportunities to acquire new skills let alone develop any sense of purpose
or self-respect).

o

There are about 580 paid activity places (including education classes) and a number of unpaid
activities (eg library visits, religious meetings and recreational PE). About 60 per cent of the paid
activity places involve work of some sort, but of these almost half (mostly those working on the wings)
take up only part of the core day. There is not enough recognition and recording of skills or experience
acquired, and most work places do not lead to any formal accreditation.

o

Last year we reported that the three main training workshops had places for only 122 prisoners
(about half the number available 5 years earlier). Towards the end of this reporting year the picture
became brighter, with encouraging plans for increasing work and vocational training places, and a
number of potentially important specific changes in the number of workshop places and the types of
work and training available were already well under way.

o

Workshop 6, which provides electrical fault-finding work on a commercial contract, remains very
popular, but it only offers 50 places for accredited training. Staff there are enthusiastic, but with two
floor levels, Workshop 6 requires four officers and staff shortages meant that 87 sessions (about 37%
the possible) were lost from July to September as the Workshop had been unable to open; further
sessions were lost in October.

o

The industrial cleaning (BICS) Workshop has only 12 places, with a further 6 allocated to the
prison’s Bio Team (made up of prisoners who have already been trained to clear up bio-hazards and
who can be called out from other work when needed – eg to clean ‘dirty protest’ cells). Following its
successes in previous years, the BICS Workshop again entered a team in the National Challenge.

o

Workshop 3 has been recently been in transition, with the 20 space multi-skills activities being
moved to another part of the prison. The first three-month accredited multi-skill course in plumbing,
electrics and painting & tiling ended in August, with the 20 prisoners involved earning recognised
qualifications. The second course, which then started, had four applications for each place. The
tailoring work in Workshop 3 is being wound down (though not entirely) in favour of cloth recycling
as a commercial operation (ie producing rags from cloth arriving in bales). It wasn’t clear, however,
whether this choice of cloth recycling was driven more by commercial incentives than by the
desirability of providing solid, accredited training for prisoners. A workshop for 35 prisoners began
operating on a regular basis on F Wing.

o

Future initiatives include fork truck operator training, located in a new workshop constructed in
the old boiler house and a 12-strong horticultural team based on some new greenhouses being erected
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in the Spring. Both the fork truck operator and multi-skills training (mostly related to the construction
industry) are being developed with the help of the Independent Training Standards Scheme and
Register (ITSSAR), a self-financing and non-profit organisation, offering accreditation to training
instructors and organisations providing industrial truck and construction training services.

7.2 PHYSICAL EDUCATION DEPARTMENT
Last year we reported that:
The Gym and Sports Hall are popular with prisoners and staff. The Main Gym is well-stocked with excellent
equipment and accommodates up to 100 prisoners in two morning sessions each weekday. There is also a new
weights Gym in the basement of F Wing, with morning and afternoon sessions each weekday for 10 prisoners at a
time. Staff ran a wide range of accredited courses, including First Aid and CSLA (Community Sports Leaders
Award), and there were special classes for prisoners with healthcare issues, among them PASRO (Prisons
Addressing Substance Related Offending). An outdoor exercise area was installed.
The response we received was:
No specific response.

This year we report that:
o

o

o
o

The PE staff continue to run a wide range of accredited courses (eg in manual handling and first
aid), and the main Gymnasium remains a highly valued by prisoners and staff alike. Despite the very
heavy use, almost all of the equipment there is in good order, which is a credit to its maintenance.
Also, the showers there have now been fitted out to a good standard. The only major problem remains
the poor ventilation, resulting in excessive heat and humidity, especially during the summer months.
A new, fully-equipped fitness Assessment Suite was opened on F2 in early 2011. With
cardiovascular equipment, it was designed to help with the rehabilitation efforts of the staff on E & F
Wings, and is a very welcome development.
PE staff have also begun offering well-man assessments for E & F Wing prisoners to screen for
fitness levels, and plan to offer this service more widely later in 2011
Alas, the outdoor sports area, on the yard between E & G Wings, opened (with high expectations)
after being re-surfaced and lined in May 2010, has seen very little use for several months now. This, it
seems, is because it was installed on a wing exercise yard, which sees frequent daily use as such when
it might otherwise have been used for football, basketball or volleyball.

7.3 LIBRARY
Last year we reported that:
The new Library has been a welcome addition to the prison, with better stock, daily newspapers and promotion of
the ‘Toe by Toe’ scheme. But the delivery of prisoners remained a problem, and prisoners in Education classes had
no access to the Library from July 2009.
The response we received was:
No specific response.

This year we report that:
o

2010-2011 saw a 20% increase in visitors figures. There were 10,473 visitors between April 2010
and March 2011, an average of 873 per month, with 10,997 books issued/renewed, an average of 916
per month. Since November 2010, delivery has improved with a new timetable being implemented.
There is now good data management.

o

The Librarian devised and ran a comprehensive Reader Development Action Plan which included
the introduction of “Toe by Toe” reading scheme in April 2010. 100 mentors were trained and there
were 150 learners by the end of 2010. In recognition of the success of the Pentonville scheme, the
Librarian was asked to talk at the annual conference of the Shannon Trust, the scheme’s funders.
There were over 120 prisoners taking part in the “Poetry Slam” held in October – a 40% uptake on
2009 and over 100 inmates participated in the “Family Fables” project where prisoners choose a book
and read it onto a laptop for their children.

o

There is a need for more foreign books and the Librarian is planning to double the budget (from
£1,500 to £3,000) in year 2011-2012 to help increase stock. She has also been successful in sourcing
£4,000 worth of donated books. Book returns continue to be an issue with loss of stock running at 8 to
9 per cent against a target of 4 per cent.
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8 HEALTHCARE & MENTAL HEALTH
Last year we reported that:
The prison’s health services have had long-standing difficulties in recruiting permanent staff. Flaws in the design
of the Healthcare Centre (HCC), with grossly insufficient ventilation, mean prisoners and staff suffer greatly from
heat and humidity in the summer. This problem has been obvious for years, and funding to mitigate it was allocated
before the end of 2009, yet a permanent solution has not been found.
Up to 75% of prisoners in the HCC were there for mental health reasons and it is too small for the number of severely
mentally ill prisoners, who should be transferred more speedily to specialist psychiatric hospitals. DayCare was
closed for large amounts of time, whenever the manager was absent. Facilities for disabled prisoners continued to be
less than adequate, with broken and poor quality equipment. Waiting lists for dental treatment continued to be high, at
over 100 prisoners.
The response we received was:
The training and development needs of health care staff in the criminal justice services (CJS) is a priority of the London
Offender Health Partnership Board, and work on the development of a workforce strategy work will begin in September 2010.
A specification has been completed to run a tender exercise for the provision of a cooling system in the HCC within
strict cost constraints.
Prisoners requiring treatment for acute mental illness should be transferred to hospital as quickly as possible. Good
progress has already been made, with a significant decrease in the number of prisoners waiting over 12 and a
continuing downward trend in transfer delays.
While responsibility for delivering quick and effective diversion and transfers lies at local level, a new joint training package
for Prison Service and NHS staff aims to increase understanding and appropriate use of the national procedures.

This year we report that:
o

The health care provider, Islington Primary Care Trust, is undergoing changes as a result of the
government’s changes to the NHS. We do not yet know the full implications for HMP Pentonville.
Agency spending has reduced by 45% in 2010/11.

o

There is now an element of stability in GP provision, and we feel that the general standard of
primary care at Pentonville is improving (we hope that proposed changes to the NHS will not
negatively influence the continuing improvement of the services provided). Inpatient care in the
Healthcare Centre (HCC), whilst benefiting from improved waiting times is still hampered by the high
number of mentally ill prisoners in the HCC (see below).

o

The HCC has 22 beds, with 16 of them generally allocated for psychiatric patients. The waiting
time for prisoners needing transfer to mental hospitals or medium secure units started at a typical 41
days in the first three months of 2010 but came down to around 28 days by the end of the year.

o

As in previous years, the HCC’s ‘Air Management’ system gave trouble during the year. The
Estates Department has assured users that they will in future be able to ensure the system operates to
its optimum. They have also agreed to purchase some temporary coolers for the extreme hot periods.

o

The new dental treatment room, now in the HCC, is well equipped and very welcome. However,
perhaps because its new location makes escorting prisoners there for treatment more problematic, the
current waiting list for dental treatment stands at 240, compared with 100 last year. Efforts have been
made to alleviate the waiting times and more clinics are held, but numbers on waiting lists continue to
increase.

o

It is no longer necessary for wheelchair-bound prisoners to stay in the HCC.

o

Health care staff have to identify and assess prisoners needing specialist mental health care outside
and must seek approval from two doctors for transfers. That normally took two weeks during the year.
The delays in movements reflect the time it takes psychiatrists from potential hospitals to interview and
assess them, and in some cases bed shortages. Extra time lags appear when the Ministry of Justice
becomes involved, as it can do usually on more serious cases. Waiting times have come down at
Chase Farm Hospital, though they are still long for the John Howard Centre’s medium secure units.

o

Health care staff introduced meetings once a fortnight to check on the speed of transfers, the
progress of each transfer and to flag up cases of delays.

o

A new system for supervising prisoners in the Day Care Centre (DCC) meant that it could be open
more often, but because of the absence of a full-time prison officer (replaced by officers on regular
patrols but who might not be available for sudden emergencies), the number of prisoners attending
each day had to be reduced, leaving the civilian teachers a little more wary of accepting potentially
difficult prisoners in classes. This adversely affected some prisoners with mental illness this year. A
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new stress on working towards formal qualifications in numeracy and literacy, may also have placed
some prisoners with mental health problems at a disadvantage in so far as they find concentration and
testing more difficult to cope with. A cooking course – a very useful contribution to daily living skills
– has been discontinued, but some non-vocational classes, eg art and pottery, remain.

9 SAFER CUSTODY
Last year we reported that:
There was one death in custody (self-inflicted) in the period. The number of reported incidents of self-harm stood
increased slightly. The freedom of Listeners (inmate Samaritans) to move around the prison improved. There is
still no system for monitoring response-time by officers to emergency cell bells.
The response we received was:
While the cell bell monitoring system shows the percentage of calls on each wing answered within five minutes,
and there is no particular evidence of any significant issues arising, the system was providing inaccurate data
on individual cell bells and their response times. An external engineer who is due to repair the system shortly.
Managers regularly bring the issue of response times to the attention of staff at briefings and run spot checks, and
the monitoring of the system is being transferred to the Safer Custody Team.

This year we report that:
o

Sadly, in the year under review, six prisoners died while in custody. Of these, three were
apparently self-inflicted, the other three appear to have been from natural causes. There were 206
recorded instances of self-harm, the majority of which involved prisoners causing cuts and scratches to
themselves.

o

The prison has in place a number of measures designed to reduce the risk of self-harm. The
provision of Listeners (prisoners trained by the Samaritans to offer help to other prisoners who may be
in distress) for the most part works well, though there are occasional problems with prisoners’ access
to them and with their distribution in the prison. ACCT documents (files created on the identification
of prisoners at risk and designed to underpin the additional care and support to be given to them) are in
common use; some inadequacies in entries in these files suggest either lack of understanding of
procedures or poor recording. More worryingly, the constant pressure upon Reception procedures is
not conducive to the effective identification of those at risk, and the concern persists that prisoners with
significant potential for self-harm may go unrecognised.

o

As in previous years, it has to be said that the establishment of anti-bullying policies (the
‘Violence Reduction Programme’) is still a work in progress. Few prisoners attract the measures that
exist to counter bullying. The reason put forward by concerned staff is that evidence of violent
behaviour is inadequately recorded, confirming the impression that violence reduction policies have
yet to become embedded in the culture of the prison.

o

The commitment of the prison's Safer Custody Team cannot be doubted, though the most senior
managers are only occasionally present at the monthly safer custody meetings

o

There were two listeners in the Health Care Centre (HCC) last year, but they have both gone. If
prisoners there request a listener, one has to be brought from the main prison. Most calls for Listeners
come at night, but not in the HCC. Having a Listener regularly as a HealthCare cleaner might help.

o

The shortage of staff in the Chaplaincy Department is a matter of increasing concern. The Roman
Catholic Chaplain announced in the summer of 2010 that he would be retiring at the end of 2010. The
Church of England Chaplain left in March 2011. Neither was replaced before the end of our reporting
year, with a far-reaching impact. For example, one of the many tasks of the Roman Catholic Chaplain
was overseeing the Prison Visitors Scheme, which has therefore been in abeyance since the end of
2010. Prison Visitors play an important role, eg by visiting those prisoners who have no other visitors.
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10 THE WINGS (QUALITY OF PRISONER LIFE AND REGIME)
Last year we reported that:
Too few prisoners in Pentonville engage in purposeful activity.
Though prisoners arriving on A Wing from Reception should be moved on within five days, staff reported that only
70 per cent were. Pressure on space meant that small cells on each floor, traditionally for single occupancy, were
frequently doubled-up.
There were plans to introduce a personal officer scheme. The operation of the IEP scheme seemed largely
ineffective in influencing prisoners’ behaviour. Much effort went into responding more quickly and relevantly to
prisoners’ applications and complaints, but to seemingly little effect. A review of the Prisoner’s Applications /
Complaints system had begun.
After long delays, F Wing opened in July 2009. But the numbers being treated are far greater than those planned
for, or funded by, the Primary Care Trust – up to 250 prisoners at a time, with only 120 beds on F Wing. Whether
the IDTS can continue to be well run and funded under these pressures is a matter of serious doubt.
The response we received was:
Within available funding, Pentonville now endeavors to ensure that education places are maximised and that
classroom attendance and time spent in a learning environment increase. This is alongside various offender
interventions and support groups, increased physical education provision, introducing a multi-skills programme
(carpentry, plumbing, electrics and painting), and setting up an accredited fork lift truck training facility.
A dedicated performance monitoring unit has now been created and is currently revisiting and streamlining all
purposeful activity data collection and verification.
A senior manager has been appointed to formulate a new personal officer scheme to be introduced into
Pentonville by September 2011. The aim is to design a practical personal officer scheme for this busy London
local prison, where the majority of prisoners are short term and remand offenders, and it is hoped it will become
a good practice scheme for other local prisons to follow.
In the meantime, each prisoner has been assigned a personal officer based on cell location and each personal
officer has quality contact with their named prisoners a minimum of twice a month.
The IEP review is underway to address its effectiveness in influencing prisoner behaviour. Immediate reviews of
IEP levels have been introduced for drug test failures and being found in possession of a mobile phone or drugs.
Also, non-attendance at education is now robustly challenged with an IEP warning.
A comprehensive review of prisoner applications and complaints systems has been completed, and the results are to
be the subject of further consultations. Once the consultation has been completed, agreed improvements to the
systems will be implemented.

This year we report that:
A Wing (mostly first night and induction)
o

The wing has seen a higher level of serious incidents and deaths in custody than the year before.

o

Staffing levels are low and taxing for both the staff remaining on the wing and the prisoners.

o

Appeal Court prisoners were not managed very well. They were not adequately prepared before
leaving, their families often did not know that they had been transferred for their appeal, they did not
have working PIN codes for their first days in the prison and they lost out on their canteen during the
period of transfer (smoking materials, especially, are complained about).

o

The provision of sufficient kit (especially kettles, pillows and mirrors) has been a problem at
several times during the year.

B Wing
o

B Wing, which houses about 60 mostly re-settlement prisoners, was generally clean and well run,
with good interaction between staff and prisoners. The wing normally does not house prisoners on
Basic, and disruptive behaviour has been very rare. Most prisoners there are remand or prisoners with
sentences of less than 18 months and therefore not in the prison long enough to meet Integrated
Offender Management objectives.

o

But we did receive some complaints about inadequate quantities of food and reductions in the
amount of evening association since the late Summer (there were two evening association sessions a
week, but these have both been removed).

o

Though it is a small, self-sufficient wing, with the advantages this entails, the wing is in need of
serious revitalising if it is to live up to expectations as an effective Resettlement wing.
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C & D Wings
o

o
o

C Wing (now mostly remand prisoners) houses about 136 prisoners and D Wing (mostly workers)
about 164. Prisoner-staff relations are generally good, with very few complaints from prisoners.
However, while kit changes were not usually a big problem, there were frequent shortages (eg bed
linen one week or towels another week).
Work has been done at one end of C Wing to widen the doorways of two cells to allow wheelchair
access.
Concern over staffing levels, following staff moves or absences, was raised several times during
the year; as it was put by one officer, the wings are ‘surviving on Payment Plus’ (ie overtime).

E Wing
o

With F Wing next door, E Wing now mostly takes overspill prisoners on the long-term Integrated
Drug Treatment System (IDTS). By early 2011 it accounted for about 35% of the gaol’s IDTS
prisoners. There were few complaints about showers, phones, etc, but kit changes can be a problem,
reflecting a general shortage of kit in the prison.

F Wing
o

F Wing, the IDTS Stabilisation Wing, still seems brighter and lighter than the rest of the prison
although it is almost two years since its complete refurbishment. It is run on a fairly tight regime, with
staff who have volunteered to be there, so despite the rapid turnover of prisoners it seems quite
cohesive and focussed.

o

Employment and education opportunities have been improved over the year with classes morning
and afternoon on the wing. The work remains basic and looks boring but its existence has produced a
further problem as there are fewer employment opportunities (and therefore less opportunity to earn)
on E Wing and this makes prisoners even less willing to move on once they have been stabilized. A
constant challenge is the need to maintain movement through the wing to cope with new intakes of
prisoners needing its facilities. It may be that the planned new wing roles (introduced in April 2011)
will help to address this.

G Wing (excluding G1)
o

With about 300 prisoners, G Wing (excl G1) is the largest wing in the prison and prisoners
attending education classes are now located there. Most prisoners (about 260) are located on the top
three levels (G3 to G5). At certain times, eg during free flow and when serving meals, it is very busy
on the narrow landings and stairs. Meals were still being served very early.

o

The number of VPs located on G2, because of lack of space on the VPU, was a problem during the
year as they needed extra supervision while being transferred and during meal times.

10.1 SEGREGATION UNIT / E1
Last year we reported that:
The Special Cell was used five times, for three different prisoners. Although handling of paperwork on E1 has
become more rigorous, there were no accurate records for the frequent (and largely unavoidable) curtailment of
prisoners’ exercise time.
The response we received was:
No specific response.

This year we report that:
o

The Segregation Unit staff have dealt well with a number of difficult and challenging prisoners
during the year. The special cell was used 13 times (6 of which were for one prisoner).

o

The IMB has improved its own systems of Segregation Unit monitoring and there is now closer
scrutiny of the paperwork, which for the most part, is correctly completed.
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10.2 VULNERABLE PRISONERS’ UNIT / G1
Last year we reported that:
Locating both sex- and non-sex-offenders in the VPU remained a toxic mix. Also, the shortage of space meant that
VPs too often were housed on other wings, where they faced more limited regimes and threats from other prisoners.
While most new arrivals received their induction within two days, frequent changes of staff meant some new
arrivals missed theirs. Access to PIN phones was problematic, and MAPPA prisoners faced long delays before
their caller-lists were cleared for use.
The response we received was:
The VPU (GI landing) has an operational capacity of 63 prisoners, and using the G2 landing above for any
overflow is more appropriate than holding prisoners on A Wing or in the Segregation Unit, as may happen in other
establishments. It allows them greater access to a normal regime in the VPU, and G Wing managers can also
monitor the situation closely to ensure spaces are created as soon as possible and that appropriate regimes are
being delivered. The establishment has also begun to monitor the use of G2 overflow in order to find out how long
individual prisoners spend there before being re-located in the VPU.

This year we report that:
o

As noted last year pressure of space has often resulted in an overspill to G2 from August 2009
onwards. This is not constant but ebbs and flows, but for most of the time the VPU is full. VPs
located on G2 need special attention, eg to ensure that they are moved to and from the VPU in
accordance with the VPU regime, and that they receive adequate supervision when collecting their
meals from the G2 servery.

o

The main concern noted over the whole period was the introduction of the new staff rotation
scheme. There seems to be a tension between moving officers around the prison for all the normal
reasons, including preventing them feeling isolated, and giving staff the chance to get to know the
prisoners. The period ended with some of the prisoners taking advantage of the lack of continuity.
There is a difficult balance to be drawn between officers getting to know the prisoners on the wing and
building up a good working relationships with them, and the potential danger of too much familiarity
compromising security.

o

We were concerned to note that on several occasions there was apparent prisoner-on-prisoner
bullying in the Unit, perhaps related to drugs or debt issues.

o

We also had concerns that there were several occasions when prisoners in the VPU were locked up
and there was no officer in attendance.

11 KITCHEN AND CANTEEN
Last year we reported that:
It had been obvious for years that the Kitchen was at the end of its operational life, and needed complete
refurbishment. A ‘complete failure’ occurred in Apr 2009, which rendered the kitchens unusable for 10 weeks.
Maintenance problems persist with kitchen roof leaks and equipment breakdowns.
Frequent complaints regarding DHL, the outsourced Canteen, largely to do with the time taken to reimburse
inmates for damaged goods or to pay telephone credits into their accounts. Procedures inflexible, eg entire orders
being cancelled if prisoners marginally overdrew. Additionally, DHL’s logistics appear not to have been designed
for a transient population, resulting in frequent delays and errors.
The response we received was:
The complete refurbishment of the kitchen has recently been approved. Currently consultants are looking at the scheme in
preparation for tenders and final designs. The construction work is due to commence on August 2011. The work will involve
the kitchen being stripped to a bare shell with appropriate wall/ceiling finishes and storage and preparation areas. An
extension will be built to accommodate welfare and changing facilities.

This year we report that:
o

As we have reported in previous years, the kitchen is now in a very poor state of repair, with
broken floor tiles, damaged ceilings and peeling paintwork. Equipment failures too often meant that
kitchen staff had to change menus at short notice.

o

Kitchen major refurbishment was due to start in the summer (2011) at a cost of £2 million. It
would relocate to a site of some 25 Portakabins during this time. The plan is currently that during the
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period Sept 2011 to Sept 2012, there will be several months where the food will come from field
kitchens on C Yard.
o

We are aware that prisoners were dissatisfied at various times with both the quality and quantity of
food served to them, particularly the too frequent lack of gravy or a sauce to make the bland food seem
more tasty. Our inquiries suggested that the financial constraints (eg the food cost per prisoner per day
is £2.10) and the constraints placed on the local sourcing of ingredients, meant that the kitchen staff
were usually severely limited in what they could offer each day.

o

There seemed to be a lack of awareness amongst servery staff of the existence of the new
comments books, which should be available for prisoners on request.

o

There was an improvement regarding the number of prisoners working in the kitchen, although
now concerns have been expressed that too many may cause chaos rather than help, and it may be
difficult to keep all occupied.

o

The roof does not currently leak, but there is still a hole in the ceiling, which, it is said, will be
repaired as part of the refurbishment.

o

Canteen prices have increased and in spite of a survey last year, which showed they are in line
with supermarket prices, certain items are now much more expensive. This, it is claimed, is outside
local control.

o

Canteen supplies, now provided by DHL, have improved, but prisoners have to check bags before
opening them to find if anything is missing. This puts them in a catch-22 predicament, as opened bags
render any complaint on items not received invalid.

12 ADJUDICATIONS
Last year we reported that:
Mobile phones and drugs continue to dominate and these cases (except for IPP prisoners) are now automatically
referred to an external adjudicator who has increased his visits from once to twice a month.
The response we received was:
No specific response.

This year we report that:
o

Recent statistics show that a disproportionate number of Black prisoners faced adjudications
compared to white prisoners (eg in February 2011, 49% of adjudications opened were against Black
prisoners although black prisoners represented only 28% of the population).

o

As Black prisoners appeared to be over-represented in adjudications, cellular confinement and the
Use of Force, the Governor requested a thorough study to be undertaken by the Psychology
Department with the aim of determining whether there was unfairness or bias on the part of prison staff
or management.

o

We welcomed this internal investigation and analysis; the report was due in early April, and we
were given a near final version of it in May. The study came to the conclusion that though Black
prisoners were proportionately more frequently charged with offences and punished with cellular
confinement, this reflected a different pattern of offending and drug-using behaviour within the prison
as well as differences between Black and other prisoners in terms of their offences before
imprisonment, rather than systematic bias on the part of the adjudicators. However, the report does
propose interventions to manage the root cause of offending within prison with the aim of reducing this
racial over-representation.

o

It is unfortunate that, repeatedly over the year, the absence of reporting officers at adjudications
and often incomplete paperwork led to delays, and in some cases the dismissal of charges.

13 VISITS
Last year we reported that:
The Visits Hall, already too small, came under increasing pressure from the growing number of visitors. The coffee
and play areas are particularly inadequate. Prisoners are now allowed to book their visits from inside, alleviating
long-standing problems with telephone bookings.
The response we received was:
A business case has been put forward for the development of visits, which will, if successful, provide greater
opportunity for visits to take place, improving thePage
capacity
from 44 tables to 60.
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This year we report that:
o

The number of visits has risen dramatically, and complaints have dropped sharply. Re-locating
the legal visits area created 25 per cent more space for social visits, and there is now room for 70 visits
a day (with up to three adults and three children per visit). The crèche system, run by volunteers,
worked well.

o

Unconvicted prisoners can have two visits per week, and convicted prisoners can get two a month
(those on enhanced IEP status can apply for three). Each visit lasts for up to two hours.

o

Saturdays present a problem. That is the most popular day for visits but the number of security
staff checking visitors for contraband is the same as on other days. So some prisoners do not appear to
get their full visiting time.

o

In the past families could substitute one visitor form for another if the original visit could not take
place. But that has now stopped.

o

Prisoners can now pre-book visits themselves, but booking visits from outside remained a major
concern. Four staff are theoretically available for phone bookings for social visits. But up to three can
called away to do other visits work, so only one may be available. Many prisoners complain that
families cannot get through.

o

Visitors’ pre-booking allows people to arrange their next visit at the Visitor Centre outside the
main gate as they leave. They bring photo ID first time, but once their photos are on the system – and
crucially that they bring their booking number – getting in should present no problems.

o

On-line booking is a long term hope, and a “waiting list” scheme, where people could ring a short
notice to check if other visits have been cancelled, is considered by staff to be impracticable.

14 RECEPTION, FIRST NIGHT CENTRE AND INDUCTION
Last year we reported that:
New arrangements for medical examinations has speeded up the arrival process. The BOSS (Body Orifice Security
Scanner) chair is in regular use, and prisoners who own up to concealing mobile ‘phones when detected by the
chair, or to hiding drugs, are given reduced penalties.
The response we received was:
No specific response.

This year we report that:
o

o

The move on of newly arriving prisoners with substance misuse problems is smooth and all who
are able to present medical evidence or are detected with substances in their urine spend their first
night away on the IDTS Wing.
Prisoners arriving in the evening are given a barely adequate quantity of food.

o

It is also a concern that once searched at Reception, vulnerable prisoners are taken back to the
same holding cell they were in prior to the search, as it increases the risk of illegal items entering the
prison. Low staffing levels also impedes the Induction process in lack of speed, private facilities and
availability to non-English speaking prisoners, which in turn, can impact vulnerable first night
prisoners.

o

The prison does not have sufficient systems in place for Induction for people who, due to
security/behaviour issues, are placed directly on one of the wings and not in the First Night Centre
(FNC), Vulnerable Prisoners’ Unit (VPU) or in the Integrated Drug Treatment System (IDTS)
Stabilization Wing.

o

Induction lacks sufficient private areas for confidential interviews, does not cope well with
prisoners with learning difficulties or potentially highly-stressed new arrivals, and there is very little
interaction between prisoners and officers during the sessions.
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15 OFFENDER MANAGEMENT
(Psychology, Probation & Parole, IPPs & Lifers, Resettlement)
Last year we reported that:
Staff shortages meant that the complex demands of assessing the many prisoners with personality disorders were
not being met, too few courses being offered to address offending behaviour and/or satisfy Parole Board
requirements (a particular problem for prisoners given an IPP sentence). Additionally, it seemed that prisoners out
on licence are being recalled for apparently trivial reasons and, once back inside, their release is often delayed by
months. These combined problems mean that an increasing number of men are held in prison for far too long and
without adequate treatment or course-work.
The response we received was:
A number of measures are being taken to reduce the backlog of cases and streamline the work of the Parole Board, including
new rules in April 2009 allowing it greater flexibility in the way hearings are arranged, a new central database (known as
PPUD) and the appointment of many additional Parole Board members.
The Parole Board received a 15% increase in its budget allocation for 2010/11 in recognition of the increased work load and a
listing prioritising framework has been introduced along with new guidance on performance targets for parole reports.
The Criminal Justice and Immigration Act 2008, which gave judges more discretion over the use of public protection
sentences, was intended to discourage courts from handing down public protection sentences with very short tariffs.
A consultation paper has been published which explores some of the options for the future status of the Parole
Board, its functions and powers, and where it is best placed within the criminal justice system given its evolution
from an advisory body when it was established to the decision making body that it is today. The intention is to
ensure a more appropriate and stable environment for the work of the Parole Board. The consultation concluded in
November 2009 and the sponsor unit will work closely with the Parole Board to consider the responses and publish
the Government's official response by the end of the year.

This year we report that:
o

The Forensic Psychology Department has a crucial role in the risk assessment of prisoners,
providing input into the OASys/MAPPA and Parole Board procedures, the management of IPP
prisoners, the Segregation Reviews (removal for association for reasons of good order or discipline
(‘GOOD’) review panels), and the delivery of courses and interventions with the objective of reducing
the rate of reoffending. Courses are also delivered which are aimed at drug users.

o

The department suffered in 2010/11 from massive understaffing, complicated by waits of many
months for security clearance for psychological assistants. The Head of Psychology has now departed
(March 2011) on maternity leave.

o

There is a serious gap in that CALM (the anger management programme) was cancelled a couple
of years ago, and CSCP (the cognitive self-change programme) is suitable only for long term prisoners;
there is a clear need for some sort of anger management programme for short-term prisoners.

o

The identification and management of personality disorders – which are relatively frequent
amongst prisoners – is inadequately addressed because of the chronic lack of resources.

o

NOMS is proposing a major reorganisation of psychological services on a regional basis, with
planning scheduled to be finalised by September 2011. If this reorganisation gives a flexibility to
make resources more efficiently delivered where they are needed, that would be welcome, but it is to
be hoped that, where interventions have proved to be effective in reducing offending, the current
substantial mis-match between the amount of need and the supply could also be addressed.

o

The Probation Department functioned effectively during the year. Housing and bail work went
well. As of March 2011 there were 11 lifers and 20 prisoners serving an Indeterminate Sentence for
Public Protection (IPPs) in Pentonville. This is substantial improvement on the situation we reported
on last year and the problems of moving on such prisoners to more suitable establishments have eased
considerably. As a short-term and remand prison offering little or no intensive offending behaviour
work, Pentonville remains largely unable to address the risks and needs IPPs and lifers.

o

HDC processing was now much better, especially after the setting up of a single point of contact
between the various local offices and the prisons had made the sharing of information much quicker.
The experimental probation ‘surgeries’ on the wings had been well-received and may be extended.

o

The focus of Resettlement policy and programmes is shifting towards short term prisoners with
programmes that can be delivered quickly and that can produce attitude changes. An advice course for
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prisoners about to leave the jail was particularly good. It included changing attitudes, relationships,
anger management and budgeting. They receive help on writing CVs, letters to employers and
disclosing their convictions.
o

As a pilot scheme, the London Borough of Islington has appointed an integrated offender Project
Manager (an ex-Pentonville officer) to ensure a more rounded approach to reducing offending.

o

However, despite the efforts by senior management to establishing relationships and partnerships
with key stakeholders such as local authorities and the police, there is considerable scope for
increasing the focus upon Resettlement at Pentonville. (The prison’s Reducing Reoffending
Committee has not met for several months.)

o

Earlier in the reporting year, there were frequent complaints from prisoners who had been released
on licence and subsequently recalled. Many claimed that there were substantial delays in being
informed – via the delivery of a “recall pack” – of the reasons for their recall and hence their
opportunity to put their case too the Parole Board. However in 2011 action was taken by the Governor
to speed up this aspect of administration, from reception to delivery of the pack; currently (Feb 2011)
the average is around eight working days from reception to delivery of the pack; this substantial
improvement has reduced the number of complaints.

o

Through the year we noted with increasing concern that the Legal Services Officer function –
which the prison is required to provide – appears to be split between ever-changing members of staff
without, in the main, adequate training. This is not a ‘legal advisory’ service, but is intended to assist
prisoners in the mechanics of obtaining legal representation for bail, appeals, Parole Board hearings,
and licence recall procedures. Its absence means there is a risk that less knowledgeable prisoners may
suffer injustice.

16 DRUGS & SECURITY
Last year we reported that:
The IDTS programme is hugely demanding of resources and, given that we and the see the same prisoners
returning time and time again, there must be doubts as to the efficacy of methadone in treating drug dependence.
The number of mobile ‘phone finds in the prison showed no significant fall during the year. Drug availability and
usage remains unacceptably high. But, while appreciating the urgent need to reduce this, we were concerned at the
rigid use of Closed Visits to achieve this – this is seen by prisoners as arbitrary and unjust punishment.
The response we received was:
The IDTS being brought in across prisons are aimed at getting the prisoner off drugs. Methadone maintenance is aimed at
drug dependent offenders on short sentences or remand; those on longer sentences would not be placed on
methadone maintenance programmes (guidelines are clear about this). Methadone treatment is aimed at reducing
the risk of infections from blood-borne viruses; the risk of suicide, especially in the early period in custody;
accidental drugs-related overdose on release from prison; and helps to cut crime by reducing re-offending.
Most prison methadone prescribing is for detoxification not maintenance (ie the prescribed management of
withdrawal in a pre-set period). Departmental joint guidance, issued in March 2010, was that (other than in
exceptional circumstances), prison opioid substitution treatments (including methadone maintenance) should not exceed 6
months.
New working arrangements for dog handlers have been introduced, as well as several new policies under the
‘War on Drugs project’, led by a full-time operational manager, specifically to reduce the supply of drugs into
the prison and to disrupt the supply of mobile phones.
A London-wide anti-corruption team is tackling staff corruption and, working with the ‘War on Drugs’ project,
there have been some more recent successes, including some high profile arrests. This is a very high priority for
the prison.

This year we report that:
o

There were no escapes this year. However, there continues to be a problem with the importation
of prohibited items into the prison. The prevalence of drugs may be deduced from the high level of
positive results from mandatory drugs testing – though that showed an encouraging downward trend
towards the end of the year (see below). Searches, both random and targeted, have revealed an
unacceptable number of mobile phones. Seizures during the year amounted to 296 mobiles and
151 drug finds (value or quantities not stated).

o

The prison has revised its policy governing the imposition and review of closed visits for prisoners
deemed to represent some security risk. The policy now incorporates proper scope for the early
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termination of a requirement for closed visits, but it is too early to assess the working of the new
approach.

16.1 DRUGS
o

Most acquisitive crime in the community is attributed to illegal drug users and the majority of
male prisoners are reported to have used drugs before their conviction. It is therefore no great surprise
to find substantial demand for drugs within prisons. In Pentonville, the illegal drug distribution
economy lies behind many of the gang, debt and violence issues throughout the prison.

o

This threat is well recognised, and Pentonville’s ‘War on Drugs’ over the last year included both
improvements in security and, on the other hand treatment, rehabilitation, and ‘throughcare’ providing
support after release.

o




As regards security, the prison:
Increased the MDT testing rate from 5% to 15% of the prison population per month in November.
Increased levels of checking and searching staff, contractors and visitors to the prison.
Continued efforts with local police to prevent drugs coming into prison in other ways.

o

The prison reduced the number of MDT test failures to beneath its annual target of 16% for the
first time over the year 2010-2011. Maintaining this level remains difficult. The MDT level indicates
recent use of drugs – signs remain in the urine for various periods according to the particular substance
– and hence may underestimate the current level of occasional drug usage within the population tested.

o

The rehabilitation process, and the ‘throughcare’ arrangements to ensure a seamless continuation
of support and treatment when prisoners are released into the community, are conducted in conjunction
with the NHS and with CARATS.

o

The number of drug users coming into prison does not seem to be reducing, with most taking
opiates and therefore eligible for IDTS, which is a scheme to provide a range of treatments, including
the provision of methadone as an opiate substitute on a maintenance basis.
 There are currently 254 prisoners on IDTS. F Wing was refurbished in 2009, with cells for 130
prisoners and there are now IDTS prisoners on the adjacent E Wing and on other wings.
 There are now arrangements for detox, with over 100 prisoners on a programme which was not in
existence in 2009.
 Relatively few prisoners admit to stimulant (ie cocaine and crack) abuse (although the drugs
charities think that 20% of prisoners may have that usage in their history). These men receive
psycho-social support.

o

While alcohol abuse is a major factor in violent crime in the community (and one NHS figure is
that 10% of the Pentonville population has an alcohol problem), alcohol abuse in prisons is relatively
limited. We have been uneasy that the prison had not previously taken alcohol treatment sufficiently
seriously (apart from short-term detoxification treatment given to about 10% of prisoners on arrival),
but there are now plans (which we welcome) to introduce courses to treat prisoners whose offending
may be alcohol-related.

o

We were encouraged to note the ongoing work with local councils, notably Islington Council, on
the Integrated Offender Management Programme, providing support to prisoners after release.

16.2 USE OF FORCE
Last year we reported that:
Monitoring of Use of Force (UoF) was made more difficult by the IMB having received no UoF statistics after the
departure of the Deputy Governor in September 2009. C&R training levels improved.
The response we received was:
No specific response.

This year we report that:
o
o

The use of special accommodation has increased slightly; this is a reflection, mainly, of the
number of seriously (mentally) unwell people placed in the prison.
Mechanical restraints have (again) not been used.
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o

Medication under restraint now only is administered following an adequate protocol. Compulsory
medication cannot be used for mental illness as such. It only comes into play to prevent violence to
staff and other prisoners or to protect a prisoner’s own health from serious harm. There were only two
incidents in Health Care last year and both were videoed under standard UoF procedures.

o

The instances of personal protection and unplanned UoF are still comparatively high, and there are
concerns that not all staff have sufficient skill or ability to use de-escalation techniques.

o

A thorough Equalities Impact Assessment was carried out, with the most concerning finding that
both Black Officers and Black prisoners have a significantly higher risk being involved in Use of
Force.

17 MAKE-UP OF THE INDEPENDENT MONITORING BOARD
In March 2011 the IMB at HMP Pentonville had 20 members, a much healthier number compared with 16
a year earlier (one of whom was away on leave). Five new members were appointed during the reporting
year and four resigned, including one of the new appointments (see Annex 1).
The Board undertook a formal Annual Team Performance Review in September, during which we
reviewed a number of our procedures with the aim of improving our effectiveness in carrying out our
duties.
17.1 WEEKLY ROTA VISITS
Members on rota duty regularly monitor the prison’s facilities and treatment of prisoners, giving a sense of
how Pentonville is running. Key areas (the Health Care Centre and the Segregation and Vulnerable
Prisoners’ Units) are reviewed each week, with other areas visited less frequently. The IMB member on
rota will visit the prison several times in the week and write a report at the end of it. This is sent to the
No 1 Governor, who responds in writing to specific issues and concerns in time for our monthly Board
Meetings.
17.2 APPLICATIONS SURGERIES
On Wednesday afternoons, members speak to prisoners who have put in written applications to see them.
In the period of this report, the IMB received 395 such written applications. From year to year roughly 20
to 30 per cent of applicants are not seen on the first occasion because they were at court, on visits, or
otherwise engaged; they are invited to be seen the following Wednesday.
Additionally, members will meet prisoners, as well as staff, during their visits to the prison, and frequently
receive and, if urgent, respond to prisoners’ oral applications when doing so.
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Applications
The main areas covered by written applications were as follows:
Area

Property and Cash
Medical
Transfers/Category
Visits
Regime
Sentence Calculation
Food
Licence recall, etc
Foreign Nationals
Legal issues
Requests / Complaints
Bullying
Assault
Adjudications
HDC
Telephones
Mail
Probation
General IMB advice
Work
Housing/Resettlement
Education
Racial abuse/incident
E-man status*
Library
Miscellaneous

Years to 31 March
Approximate per cent of written applications dealt with
2002
11
12
12
10
15
8
<1
1
2
1
4
2
1
6
4
1
2
7

2004
17
12
15
6
3
10
2
4
<1
3
2
1
1
5
4
1
2
1
2
<1

2007
20
8
10
7
5
4
2
5
5
5
1
1
1
1
4
<1
2
3
<1
<1
0

10

14

2008
25
12
9
8
4
5
1
2
1
2
3
2
1
3
2
1
1
4
1
2
2
1
1
0
7

2009
21
13
12
8
4
5
<1
2
2
2
2
3
2
<1
5
<1
<1
2
3
2
<1
<1
0
0
11

2010
23
11
9
11
2
3
2
5
4
1
2
2
1
2
5
1
2
2
2
<1
<1
1
0
0
9

2011
14
12
11
8
8
6
4
4
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
8

* Prisoner regarded as at high risk of attempting to escape.
- Not recorded separately.

Property and cash, though still the largest figure, is substantially down on the previous year. Other changes
this year compared with the previous year (as far as can be meaningful with small numbers of self-selected
cases) are the increases in complaints about the regime and food and the decrease in complaints about
telephones.
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Annex 1 – Board Statistics

Part 1 - General Statistics
Recommended complement of Board Members
Number of Members at the start of the reporting period
Number of Members at the end of the reporting period
Number of new Members joining during the reporting period
Number of Members leaving within the reporting period
Total number of written applications received
Total number of segregation review meetings held
Total number of segregation review meetings attended

20
19
20
5
4
395
About 30
About 30

Part 2 – Membership in March 2011
Member
David Miller
Chair
Alan Bevan
Vice Chair
Mary Fulton
Vice Chair
Ann Waters
Board Development Officer
William Anderson
Pamela Beevers
Gordon Cropper
Charles Darwent
Bashir Ebrahim-Khan
Jane Gibson
Yasmin Knowles-Weil
Gemma Lousley
Sarah Lowry
Amy-Jo Lynch
Mohammad Nafissi
Jacqueline van Oosterwijk
Jean Silkoff
Rose Stringer
Tom Tickell
Mollie Weatheritt
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